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1 « This book is about building cities. It focuses on the private-sector forces responsible
for their development and the arrangements put in place to guide,  manipulate and
control them. » According to the author, the public sector plays a direct role in the
development of the urban space, by building for example transport infrastructures and
too risky elements for the private sector. But the predominant focus of this book is
about private-sector development « industry ». 
2 After the introduction, MacLaran develops how the property development sector are
masters of space with a lot of examples and examines the question of the driving force :
profit.  The  third  chapter  is  about  the  ways  of  planning  the  city.  MacLaran  and
MacGuirck discuss the activity of urban planning and planning ideologies.
3 In  a  second  part,  the  book  focuses  on  some  case  studies.  First  is  Minneapolis’
rejuvenation. The role of private-sector interests is shown. Then, the case of central
Sydney. Thirdly the case of Dublin in its particular context. Fourthly Auckland, New
Zealand ; sixthly Birmingham and finally the contradictions of Sioux Falls.
4 Finally, a good book for examples of private-sector planning in cities, with pictures and
maps  of  excellent  quality  and  a  good  bibliography.  We  can  regret  the  lack  of  any
examples of Latin cities, from Europe to Latin America, or even Asian or African cities.
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